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ONLINE: The final manuscript
and multiple rough drafts of
Madame Bovary, one of
Gustave Flaubert’s influential
novels, has been made available for the general public on
the Internet. Published in 1857,
Madame Bovary is the story of
a doctor’s adulterous wife.
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CONTEST: Celebrating the publication of its new
detective novel, The Paris Enigma by Pablo Di Santis,
HarperCollins is organising a nationwide contest.
Called The Paris Enigma Contest, it asks the contestants
to write an application to Detective Craig for the position of an acolyte telling him why he should hire them
and which case in the book The Paris Enigma interested
them the most and why. You can email your applications to contest@harpercollins-india.com. The last date
for receiving entries is May 31.

AWARDED: Ursula K. Le Guin
has added a sixth Nebula
award to her trophy cabinet
after winning the best novel
prize at this weekend’s awards
ceremony. Le Guin picked up the
award for her young adult novel
Powers, the third in her Annals
of the Western Shore saga.
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BOOKS

THINK CHINA AND INDIA,
NOT CHINA OR INDIA
review-interview Patralekha Chatterjee
MOST GLOBAL CEOs
are aware that the world’s
economic centre of gravity
is shifting from the developed to the emerging
economies; in particular,
to China and India. And
yet, very few have really
grasped the magnitude
and pace of change or the
ground rules of the new
reality. Far too many companies still spend considerable time and energy
debating whether to focus
on China or India.
In a captivating new
book, Getting China and
India Right, that could be
seen as a warning to most
Fortune 1000 companies,
Anil K. Gupta and Haiyan
Wang say the time for this
debate is over. The right
question to ask is how best
to pursue both China and
India rather than which
one. Gupta and Wang
grew up in India and
China respectively, but
have made the United
States their home for the
past 15 years. Anil Gupta
is the Ralph J. Tyser Professor of Strategy and
Organisation at the Smith
School of Business at the
University of Maryland,
and Haiyan Wang is the
managing partner of the
China-India Institute.
The book marshals a formidable array of facts and

The book marshals
a formidable
array of facts and
examples to argue
that the rise of
China and India is
‘a game-changing
phenomenon’ and
that it is a mistake
to view these
countries solely
from the lens of
offshoring and
cost-reduction
examples to argue that the
rise of China and India is
“a game-changing phenomenon” and that it is a
mistake to view these
countries solely from the
lens of offshoring and
cost-reduction. Its central
thesis is as follows: China
and India, with their enormous populations and
rapid economic growth,
are the only two countries
to represent four compelling stories, all playing
out at the same time.
These are mega-markets
for almost every product
and service; platforms to
dramatically reduce a
company’s global cost
structure; potential hubs
to transform a company’s
global technology and

people
TROUBLED
ACTRESS-SINGER
Lindsay Lohan is
looking for a lover
who does not mind
her alleged alcoholism or other
repelling habits, she
revealed in a mock Internet dating profile. Lohan, whose recent breakup with
her lesbian partner Samantha Ronson
has been covered by the media, stars in
a dating profile posted online on Monday on FunnyOrDie.com that parodies
similar videos created for matchmaking company eHarmony. “I would
define my personality as creative, a bit
of a night owl... I’m a workaholic, a
shopaholic,” she said.
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innovation base, and,
finally, springboards for
the emergence of new fearsome global competitors.
Each of these is strategically crucial to the future
of any global enterprise.
In an integrated economy, no country can escape
being affected by the current global economic turmoil. However, among the
12 largest economies in the
world, China and India
are
still
the
only
economies that continue to
grow in the 5-7 per cent
range. “In fact, given the
severe recession in every
major developed economy,
the current economic turmoil is enabling China and
India to close the gap with
the other bigger economies
at a faster pace,” Gupta
and Wang said in an email
interview to this newspaper.
“In the current period of
deep recession, the arguments that we put forward
in the book not only
remain valid but in fact
become even more central
for the multinationals
from
developed
economies. If they don’t
get their China and India
strategies right, somebody
else will and that somebody will then come and
attack them in their home
markets. Notwithstanding

GETTING CHINA
AND INDIA RIGHT
By Anil K. Gupta and
Haiyan Wang
Jossey-Bass/Wiley
pp.272, Rs 695

the economic turmoil,
each of these four “stories” — mega-markets,
cost efficiency platforms,
innovation platforms and
springboards for new competitors — remains alive
and well,” the authors
emphasised.
The book is best viewed
as a toolkit for leveraging
the world’s fastest-growing economies for global
advantage.
A combined “China plus
India” strategy can provide a company opportu-

nities for knowledge sharing in virtually all elements of the value chain.
Two of the most important areas, identified by
the authors, to make their
point: First, the fact that
China’s economy is 12 to
15 years ahead of India’s
provides many companies
with a significant opportunity to leverage the lessons
learnt from China to finetune their strategies for
the Indian market at a
faster pace. China’s personal computer industry,

for example, is almost four
times that of India. Aside
from size, the Chinese and
the Indian PC markets do,
however, have a lot in
common — rapid growth,
large numbers of first-time
buyers, the need to not
only reach customers in
Tier-1 markets but also in
Tier-2 and Tier-3 smaller
markets,
low
buying
power and so on. Although
the two markets are not
identical,
they
have
enough in common and
business models can be

shared across both markets. One of the many
examples cited in the book
is that of Lenovo, China’s
largest and the world’s
fourth largest personal
computer manufacturer,
which is trying to do this
in a systematic way.
Second, there is the need
for frugal designs for
products; and China and
India are unique among
major economies, in that
they are both rich and
poor at the same time.
Thus unless a company
sells high-end niche products such as Louis Vuitton

bags, it has to necessarily
come up with products,
services and solutions that
can be sold at very low
prices while still yielding
good profit margins.
Though currently, most
companies are still at a
very early stage in pursuing frugal innovation and
in leveraging such innovations across borders, such
innovation becomes even
more essential in recessionary times. This is
because, as the authors
point out, “even in developed economies such as
the United States and
Europe, many customers
are now ripe targets for
frugal innovation”. Global
corporates
who
are
already into frugal innovation
include
GE,
Microsoft, IBM, and Dell.
The book cites Tata’s
Nano as a “vivid illustration of Indian companies’
growing capabilities in
frugal engineering: designing products and services
that could be functional
and yet ultra low-cost to
produce and deliver.”
Gupta and Wang said in
the interview: “MNCs will
draw many important
lessons from the Tata
Nano case.”
The primary target of the
book is clearly the global
CEO. But its style would
attract even the lay reader
interested in the engrossing stories of today’s
China and India.

Kerala culling: Decoding the Malayali psyche
CALL IT THE Kerala
conundrum. God’s own
country, which boasts of
100 per cent literacy, is a
playground of paradoxes:
Left and Right, tradition
and modernity. And it is
these paradoxes that a
new anthology, Kerala
Kerala, Quite Contrary,
edited by Shinie Antony,
explores efficiently.
A no-holds-barred look
at the state, Kerala Kerala... is a pot-pourri of
fiction and non-fiction,
memoir and travelogue
with contributions from a
whole host of writers and
observers,
including
Shashi Tharoor, William
Dalrymple, M. Mukundan, K. Satchidanandan,
Paul Zacharia, Anita Nair,
Yusuf Arakkal, Vinod
Joseph, A.J. Thomas,
Suresh Menon, Omana
and Susan Visvanathan.
Bangalore-based journalist-author Shinie, who
has earlier written two
novels (Barefoot and
Pregnant and Kardamom
Kisses) and a collection of
short stories (Séance on a
Sunday Afternoon), says
that all the books that she
could see on Kerala were
either coffeetable books
or tourism brochures
which talked about Kerala
waking up to its potential.
“I thought of a book
which could capture Kar-

God’s Own Country is brought
under scanner
by writers and
thinkers in Kerala
Kerala, Quite
Contrary, an
anthology edited
by Shinie Antony
ala in its various forms —
its scenery, greenery,
backwaters as well as its
glorious past. I wanted an
insider’s view of Kerala
as a tool of constructive
criticism of the state,” she
says.
The anthology, according to her, is a critique —
passionate,
playful,
insightful, intense and
irreverent. But, mainly,
it’s a “gentle nudge to
what Kerala could have
been had it taken the right
turn at the right time”.
And Shinie was aware
that this kind of criticism
would not have come
from an “outsider”. Hence
the predominance of people with their roots in the
state. Dalrymple, the only
“outsider” who has contributed to the book, has
given a “praising” view.
Shinie wanted the contributor to “stand back
and read Kerala the way
it’s now” so that he could

KERALA KERALA,
QUITE CONTRARY
Edited by
Shinie Antony
Rupa & Co.
pp.258, Rs 195

face-to-face Nawaid Anjum
Author Shinie Antony

work towards the book. “I
did have a chain in my
mind. Most of the people
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writing for the book are
experts in their own
fields,” she says.

Shinie, who herself
comes from Kerala, says
that having drifted apart

from one’s roots, one carries “a sense of nostalgia”.
She says: “We form new
friends. But we miss the
old ones. There is something within us which
goes back to our roots.”
The book also debunks
the myth of the state’s 100
per cent literacy rate
which doesn’t transpire
into bread and butter. It
just entails being able to
write alphabets in any one
language.
Most of the contributors
agree on one count: You
have to take a Keralite out
of Kerala for him to deliv-

er.
Shinie says: “That is one
of the myths surrounding
the state. And I wanted to
explore that: Was it a
myth or was it true. The
fact is within Kerala,
there’s not much to
expect in terms of jobs
which are predominantly
public with abysmally
low salaries.”
Shinie, who is more
comfortable writing fiction, says it’s the short
story which she likes best.
“I like to follow my characters quickly. I can read
people quickly. I don’t
have patience. I prefer
short snippets,” says the
author who feels more
“focused” while writing
short stories.
The author feels that
identity is a fundamental
primitive need. “When
you are young, you think
you have a choice. And
thus you define yourself
more by negating, by saying, ‘I am not this and I
don’t like this’. But as
you grow older, you forget what you are presenting to the world, but think
of what you are presenting to yourself. It is easy
to fool the world. It is
easy to pretend to be
someone you aren’t. But
you find staring at yourself all the time,” says the
author.

